Inhibition by erlotinib of primary lung adenocarcinoma at an early stage in male mice.
Erlotinib, a small molecule inhibitor of the tyrosine kinase (TK) domain of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), increases survival of advanced non-small cell lung cancer patients who failed standard chemotherapy (Phase III study). We evaluated whether erlotinib is also effective at an early stage of primary lung tumorigenesis in a carcinogen-induced lung tumor model in mice. Sixteen weeks after carcinogen (urethane) injection, when small self-contained adenomas are evident, male and female A/J mice were treated IP with 10 mg/kg erlotinib or Captisol vehicle daily over 3.5 weeks (15 mice per group). The efficacy, metabolism and mechanism of action of erlotinib were evaluated. Erlotinib reduced tumor burden in males by twofold compared to vehicle (12.7 +/- 1.2 vs 26.2 +/- 2.5 mg, respectively; p < 0.0001), while tumor burden in erlotinib-treated females slightly increased compared to vehicle by 21% (15.1 +/- 1.2 vs 11.9 +/- 0.9 mg, respectively; p < 0.05). Tumor multiplicity, in contrast, was unaffected by erlotinib. The levels of erlotinib that accumulated in plasma, lung tumor tissue and adjacent uninvolved (UI) lung were comparable in males and females. Males, however, accumulated more OSI-420, an active and pharmacologically equipotent metabolite of erlotinib, than females in plasma, lung tumors, and UI lung. In both genders, 80% of tumors contained Kras mutations at codon 61, but no EGFR mutations were detected. The cellular distribution and concentration of EGFR were also similar between genders. In control mice, however, phosphorylated EGFR (pEGFR) levels were nearly 2.5-fold higher in males compared to females in UI lungs and sevenfold higher in lung tumors. Further, erlotinib decreased the contents of pEGFR in UI lungs and lung tumors, particularly in males. Adenomas from male mice in this early lung cancer model are responsive to erlotinib treatment, possibly because of a greater dependence of male tumor growth on the EGFR pathway compared to females. Importantly, these results indicate that small lung adenomas from male mice that utilize EGFR signaling but also harbor Kras mutations shrink in response to erlotinib, suggesting that erlotinib may be beneficial for some patients very early during lung cancer progression.